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Abstract
POLDI (Pulse-OverLap DIffractometer) is a multiple pulse-overlap diffractometer at PSI, which is designed mainly
for strain-scanning experiments. The multiple pulse-overlap method made it possible to build a time-of-ﬂight
diffractometer at a continuous neutron source with short ﬂight path, high resolution and high intensity. The best
achievable resolutions for the relative linewidths of the Bragg reﬂections are between 1  103 and 2  103, depending
on the lattice spacing. The layout of the instrument and the features of the chopper, the neutron mirror and the 3He
detector in time-focusing geometry are presented. The overall performance of the instrument is discussed with examples
of strain-ﬁeld measurements.
r 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
PACS: 61.12.Cd; 07.10.Pz
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1. Introduction
PSI operates the continuous spallation neutron
source SINQ. Its neutron ﬂux is comparable to a
medium-ﬂux reactor, and the instrumentation at
SINQ is similar to that of reactor-based sources as
well. Since there is a growing interest in engineerCorresponding author. Tel.: +41 56 310 4513.
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ing and industrial applications of neutrons and in
particular in strain-ﬁeld measurements, it was
decided to build a strain scanner at the thermal
neutron beam port 1RNT31. In the preceding
paper [1], the concept of a multiple pulse-overlap
time-of-ﬂight (TOF) diffractometer was presented,
which is ideally suited for strain scanning.
Following this concept, the instrument POLDI
(Pulse-OverLap DIffractometer) was developed,
built, and commissioned, and is in routine operation since beginning of 2003.
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For the design of the instrument, some restrictions in space in the existing neutron hall had to be
taken into account. This was mainly the available
distance between chopper and sample which was
limited to a maximum of 12 m. Furthermore, the
layout had to comply with the demand from PSI
to be capable for measuring highly radioactive
samples. In general, the main requirements and
boundary conditions for the instrument were high
resolution of the order of 103 (relative linewidth
of the Bragg peaks) at a scattering angle of around
901, limited ﬂight path, suitability for large
engineering components as well as for radioactive
samples and, of course, best possible performance.
In the following, the layout of the instrument,
the design and performance of the main instrument components and the total performance of the
instrument are presented.

2. Instrument design
2.1. General layout
The main differences in the design of a TOF
diffractometer based on the multiple pulse-overlap
method [1] compared to a conventional TOFdiffractometer affects the chopper and the detector. The chopper may have a high duty cycle,
generating many short pulses within the TOF of
the neutrons. For the detector, resolution in time
as well as in scattering angle are required. Both the
arrival time of the neutrons and the scattering
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angle are needed as information for the analysis of
the collected data.
In Fig. 1, a sketch of the POLDI instrument is
presented. The distance between the choppers and
the sample position is about 11.8 m. The concrete
shielding is mainly needed for an easier handling
of radioactive samples, but also serves as protection of the environment from high-energy neutrons, which are much more intense at a spallation
source compared to a reactor source. The position
of the second chopper is reserved for a single-slit
chopper, which is intended to be used for structure
analysis only and is not discussed in this article.
2.2. Chopper
At a pulse-overlap diffractometer, the chopper
is one of the most important components which
crucially determines the performance of the
instrument. The disc-chopper of POLDI runs with
a maximum speed of 15,000 rpm. The disc has a
diameter of 700 mm, and contains 32 slits, each
with a width of 4 mm and a height of 40 mm. This
yields a pulse width of 8 ms (full-width at halfmaximum (FWHM)) at 15,000 rpm and a duty
cycle of 5.8%. The slits are partitioned in four
identical sequences of eight slits each. Therefore, at
the maximum chopper speed, the cycle time of one
sequence is 1 ms. The eight slits within one
sequence are pseudo-randomly distributed. Since
the total length of the ﬂight path is about 14 m, the
pulse width contributes with 8.6  104 to the
relative uncertainty of the time of ﬂight for

Fig. 1. Sketch of the POLDI instrument. The distance between chopper and sample table corresponds to 11.8 m.
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Fig. 2. Picture of the chopper disc. The 32 slits are arranged in
four identical sequences with pseudo-random distribution.

neutrons with a wavelength of 2.6 Å. A picture of
the chopper disc is shown in Fig. 2.
2.3. Neutron flight path
The shielding of a spallation source has to be
much thicker compared to a reactor source;
therefore, the beam port at POLDI, between the
heavy water moderator and the instrument, is
more than 5 m in length. The beam port houses a
horizontally and vertically converging steel tube
with an exit window of 5.5 mm (width)  38 mm
(height). In order to achieve short chopper pulses
and to reduce the background (of fast neutrons
and g-radiation), the width of the beam at the
chopper position is small; the slit at the entrance
window of the chopper has a width of 4 mm, which
is identical to the width of the slits in the chopper
disc.
It is important that the neutron optics between
chopper and sample minimizes the losses in
neutron phase space density, i.e. in the ideal case
the neutron density at the chopper should be
restored at the sample position. The best way to
transmit a narrow neutron beam with minimum
losses of neutron density is to image the chopper

slit onto the sample, which at POLDI is done by a
neutron mirror with an elliptically shaped surface.
The length of the mirror is 6 m, which is about half
the distance between chopper and sample. The
beam height of 40 mm at the chopper, on the other
hand, is sufﬁciently large that for the vertical
direction a neutron guide with straight mirrors is
well suited to transport the neutrons to the sample.
The length of the neutron guide is 10 m. The
elliptical mirror is integrated into this guiding
section, dividing it into three subsections. In the
entrance and exit one, only the plates on top and
bottom are coated with Ni/Ti-supermirrors with
three times the reﬂection angle of natural Ni
(m ¼ 3), whereas the side plates are non-polished
glass plates. In the middle section, one side plate
forms the elliptical mirror, also coated with m ¼ 3
supermirrors. The opposite side consists of straight
elements of non-polished glass. The elliptical shape
of the mirror is approximated by plates of 500 mm
length, each of cylindrical shape and incrementally
changing the curvature radii between 560 and
1170 m. The exit section of the neutron guide is
build as a vertical ‘anti-trumpet’ in order to gain
some ﬂux at the sample. The horizontal distribution of neutrons at the sample position, in absence
of any collimating slits beside the entrance slit of
the chopper, is shown in Fig. 3. With running
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Fig. 3. Intensity distribution at the sample position in the
absence of any collimating slits in the ﬂight path.
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chopper, the maximum ﬂux in Fig. 3 corresponds
to about 6  106 n s1 cm2.
Beside the conservation of the neutron density,
there are other important advantages of an
elliptical neutron mirror. The reﬂection angles at
the mirror for all neutrons are about the same.
Therefore, neutrons with wavelengths below a
well-deﬁned cut-off are not reﬂected and therefore
effectively suppressed. This facilitates the evaluation of the data, since only wavelengths between
the cut-off and the Bragg edge have to be taken
into account. Fig. 4 shows the wavelength
spectrum at the sample position compared to that
at the entrance of the neutron guide, which shows
that the neutron mirror effectively suppresses all
neutrons with wavelengths below 1.15 Å. Furthermore, the neutron mirror avoids any angular or
position dependence of the wavelength distribution at the sample position, which is of special
importance at a strain scanner.
Two adjustable diaphragms are used to collimate the primary beam. The ﬁrst one is positioned
3 m in front of the sample in a small gap between
the last two sections of the guide/mirror system. It
is used to restrict the beam divergence when
highest resolution of the instrument is demanded.
The second adjustable diaphragm is ﬁxed on an
optical bench and can be moved close to the
sample. This diaphragm determines the beam size
at the sample. Radial collimators in the secondary
ﬂight path of the instrument deﬁne the extension
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the neutron wavelength distributions at
the entrance (dotted line) and at the exit (solid line) of the
neutron guide. The spectra are normalized to the same
maximum intensity.
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of the gauge volume perpendicular to the incident
beam. At present, three different radial collimators
of resolution 0.6, 1.5 and 4 mm (FWHM) are
available at the instrument.
2.4. Detector
An one-dimensional position-sensitive 3He-detector was chosen for POLDI, since scintillation
detectors with good spatial resolution are expensive and more g-sensitive. Low g-sensitivity is
important in our case since investigations of highly
radioactive samples are foreseen.
Using a gas detector on a TOF diffractometer
imposes one severe drawback: the typical thickness
of several centimeters for the gas chamber needed
for the efﬁcient detection of thermal neutrons
makes high-resolution TOF-diffraction difﬁcult
or, in combination with short ﬂight paths, nearly
impossible when the detector entrance window is
perpendicular to the ﬂight direction of the
neutrons. With this geometry, the ﬂight time of
the neutrons through the counting gas volume
causes the major contribution for the uncertainty
of TOF determination. At POLDI, for example,
the thickness of the 3He volume is 40 mm, which is
nearly 0.3% of the total ﬂight path length of the
neutrons. Therefore, solely the detector thickness
would limit the resolution of the instrument to
0.3%, which is more than a factor of three larger
than any other contribution. In the preceding
paper [1], it was pointed out that for gas detectors
with high spatial resolution time focusing is
possible, which eliminates the contribution of the
thickness of the gas volume to the instrumental
resolution. Time-focusing condition [2] (which
means that a geometry is chosen such that the
TOF is independent of scattering angle 2y) is
achieved if for each element of the detector an
orientation is chosen such that the condition
1 qs
¼  cot y
(1)
s qy
is fulﬁlled, where s is the total length of the ﬂight
path. This condition imposes that the length of the
ﬂight path has to be dependent on the scattering
angle. This is only possible if the surface of the
detector is not following a line perpendicular to
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the ﬂight direction of the neutrons. The same timefocusing condition is applied at some TOF
diffractometers which are not using positionsensitive gas detectors. At those instruments,
scintillator detectors are used and the orientation
of the detector surface has to follow Eq. (1). The
situation for a gas detector with high spatial
resolution, however, is different: in this case, the
orientation of the long side of each detector cell,
which will be in general the thickness of the active
counting volume, must fulﬁll the condition of Eq.
(1). Therefore, the shape of the detector has to
describe a curve, which intersects the curves
described by Eq. (1) perpendicular at all scattering
angles. A sketch of the scattering geometry and the
correct orientation of the detector is given in Fig.
5. The implicit condition for the shape of the
detector as derived in Appendix A is given by




sc 1=4
sc
C
exp
¼ cos y,
(2)
rðyÞ
4rðyÞ
where rðyÞ and sc are the distances between the
gauge volume and the detector and chopper,
respectively. The rðyÞ can be chosen arbitrarily
for a given y-value. This selection then determines
the integration constant C. Fortunately, for
scattering angles below about 1301, the shape of
the detector, as described by Eq. (2), can very well
be approximated by a sector of circle. The POLDI
detector is positioned at a distance of about 2 m

from the sample, which yields a radius for the
detector of about 3m and an angle between
detector surface and the direction of the neutron
path, which slightly depends on 2y; of about 731.
Another problem with large gas detectors at
TOF diffractometers arises from the fact that they
have to withstand the high gas pressure. Thick
neutron windows, however, would not only reduce
the efﬁciency of the detector, but also might give
rise to some artefacts in the spectra caused by
neutrons scattered in the windows. In order to
avoid thick windows at the POLDI-detector, a 4He
pressure chamber is attached to the front of the
3
He detector chamber. Since both chambers are
kept at the same pressure level, a thin Al
membrane is sufﬁcient to separate the chambers.
The additional window at the entrance of the
pressure chamber can also be quite thin, since its
area is smaller, and, in contrast to the entrance
window of the detector, bending of this window
has no inﬂuence on the detector performance. A
picture of the POLDI detector without shielding is
given in Fig. 6.
The detector is a wire detector with two layers of
anode wires and three cathode layers. The
distances between the layers are 10 mm, which
yields a total thickness of 40 mm for the gas
volume. Within each anode layer, there are 400
wires in a distance of 2.5 mm for the ﬁrst layer, in
total covering an angular range in 2y of nearly 301

Fig. 5. Sketch of the scattering geometry and the orientation of the 3He detector at POLDI. The neutron detection cells deﬁned by the
spatial resolution of the detector and the thickness of the active gas volume are indicated within the detector. The two lines labeled with
A describe curves according to Eq. (1) at which, for ﬁxed Q-values, all neutrons have the same time of ﬂight. These lines are parallel to
the detector cells. Curve B, deﬁned by Eq. (2), is a line which intersects all constant-Tof curves perpendicularly. It describes the shape
and orientation of a gas detector in which all cells are in time-focusing geometry.
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at a distance of 2 m from the sample. The distance
of the wires in the second anode layer is scaled
with the radius of the wire plane. The detector is
ﬁlled with 3He at 3  105 Pa and CF4 at 1  105 Pa,
which yields a detector efﬁciency ranging from
65% for 1.2 Å neutrons to 98% for 4.5 Å neutrons.
The internal clock of the detector readout system
has a resolution of 0.5 ms. Each event of a detected
neutron is labeled with its time and spatial (2y)
information and sent to the histogram memory.
The output of the histogram memory is a matrix
with the total number of events for each time–2y
channel. The number of time channels can be
selected. Typically 500 time channels are used. One
time channel then corresponds to 27% of the
length of a neutron pulse at the chopper, or, at the
highest chopper speed of 15000 rpm, to a time
binning of 2 ms. Therefore, the raw data of POLDI
are typically stored in a matrix with
400  500 ¼ 200,000 elements.
At POLDI there are two detector positions
foreseen, one with the center of the detector at a
scattering angle of 901, the other one at 1051.

3. Performance of the instrument
A ﬁrst example for POLDI results taken from a
Ge powder sample along with the different steps of

the data evaluation are given in the preceding
paper [1]. The resolution of the instrument for
selected chopper speeds and appropriate widths of
the ﬁrst diaphragm are presented in Fig. 7. In this
ﬁgure, the relative width (FWHM divided by the
position of the Bragg peaks) is plotted versus the
Q-value, where the momentum transfer Q is 2p=d
and d is the lattice spacing. The measurements
were performed with germanium powder for all
but one conﬁguration. In the conﬁguration where
the best resolution is expected, a Na2Ca3Al2F14
powder sample was used, which is known as one of
the substances with lowest intrinsic linewidths. The
resolution of the instrument in this conﬁguration is
between 1.1  103 and 1.7  103, depending on
Q, but even when the ﬁrst diaphragm was opened
to 6 mm the resolution still remains below 2  103
in the entire Q-range of POLDI. All these data
have been taken with the detector at the 901
position since this is the most relevant position for
strain mapping. At the other detector position at
1051 for all conﬁgurations, the resolution is about
20% better.

4
2Θ = 75-105˚

3
FWHM (∆d/d*1000)

Fig. 6. Top view on the experimental area of POLDI. The
picture shows the exit section of the neutron guide, labeled with
A, the sample table (B), left from the sample table the radial
collimator of 1.5 mm spatial resolution (C) and the detector (D,
shielding removed). In front of the detector, the 4He pressure
chamber is attached. Note that the detector is not at a
measuring position.
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Fig. 7. The resolution of POLDI presented in dependence of
the scattering vector Q for selected instrument conﬁgurations.
The closed symbols are taken with a chopper speed of
15000 rpm, with D1, the width of the ﬁrst diaphragm 3 m in
front of the sample, of 3 mm (triangle), 6 mm (circle) and 10 mm
(squares). The open symbols have been measured with D1 ¼
10 mm and a chopper speed of 10,000 rpm (circles) and
7500 rpm (squares), respectively. The straight lines correspond
to the ﬁt results, the data points are the result of the correlation
method. The triangles have been taken with Na2Ca3Al2F14
powder, all other data with Ge powder.
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Fig. 8. The double peak of Al2O3 around Q ¼ 5:1 A
two Bragg reﬂections do not even overlap although they are
separated by less than 0.5%.

As an illustrating example for the resolution 1
of
(
POLDI, the double peak of Al2O3 at Q  5:1 A
is shown in Fig. 8. Since for this substance a
considerable intrinsic broadening of the Bragg
peaks can be expected, the width of the ﬁrst
diaphragm was chosen to be 6 mm. Although the
Q-values of these two peaks differ by less than
0.5%, both peaks are well separated and do not
even show an overlap.
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The ﬁrst step in a strain-scanning experiment is
the alignment of the sample. After a ﬁrst optical
pre-alignment the specimen is ﬁxed to the sample
table. The precise positions of the surfaces and, if
present, interfaces are determined with neutrons.
For this purpose the chopper is stopped at an open
position, achieving a neutron ﬂux at the sample of
about 108 n s1 cm2. The integrated intensity over
the whole detector is then determined in dependence on the position of the specimen. Due to the
high intensity with the open chopper, the measuring time for each data point does not exceed a few
seconds, and the positions of all the surfaces and
interfaces even of samples with difﬁcult shapes can
be determined with high accuracy in a short time.
Two examples shall illustrate the performance
of the instrument in typical strain-scanning experiments. In the ﬁrst example, a 12 mm thick welded
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4. Examples of strain-scanning experiments
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austenitic steel specimen was investigated. The
data presented here are taken in the center of the
sample at a depth of 6 mm in transmission
geometry. The penetration length for the neutrons
within the specimen in this conﬁguration is about
17 mm, which corresponds to an attenuation
factor of about six for the intensity. Fig. 9 shows
the diffractogram calculated from the ﬁt to the raw
data. For details of the ﬁtting procedure see Ref.
[1]. In the upper part of the ﬁgure, the complete
diffractogram is shown as the sum of the ﬁt result
and the residuals. In the lower part of the ﬁgure,
two reﬂections are shown on an enlarged scale,
where the ﬁt result is shown as thin line and the
data points represent the sum of ﬁt and residuals.
These data were taken within 20 min, with the
gauge volume (the investigated volume) within the
sample being 1.5  1.5  10 mm3 (about 23 mm3).
All reﬂections are ﬁtted individually. Therefore,
for each of the reﬂections from a measured
spectrum we get a value for the lattice parameter.
The relative statistical errors of the position of the
Bragg peaks are between 44  106 for the (3 1 1)reﬂection and 137  106 for the (2 2 2)-reﬂection.
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Fig. 9. Diffraction pattern measured from the center of a
12 mm thick steel plate in transmission geometry. The data have
been collected within 20 min with a gauge volume of 23 mm3.
Two reﬂections are shown on an enlarged scale along with the
corresponding ﬁt result (solid line).
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In the second example, the region close to the
interface of a 0.6 mm thick polycrystalline diamond layer covering a WC hard metal plate of
2 mm thickness was investigated. Both phases have
a 10% content of Co as binder. The experiment
was performed with low Q resolution but high
spatial resolution. The radial collimator with the
best resolution was used and the gauge volume was
0.6  0.6  20 mm3 (about 7 mm3). Fig. 10 shows
spectra measured at different positions relative to
the interface. The acquisition time for the lower
spectrum was 36 min, for the others 1 h each. The
ﬁgure demonstrates (i) that spectra of a few mm3
of the sample can be taken within reasonable times
and (ii) that measurements in close vicinity to the
interface can be performed due to the good
1000

WC

1 mm distance to interface

500
0
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0.5 mm distance
to interface

diamond

0.3 mm distance
to interface

counts per hour

500
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achievable spatial resolution. At a distance of
1 mm (top spectrum) from the interface, the
intensity of the diamond reﬂections are only a
few per cent of the intensity in the lower spectrum
although the gauge volume in the lower ﬁgure was
not completely ﬁlled since the diamond layer is
thinner than the width of the gauge volume.

5. Conclusion
POLDI is a novel type of time-of-ﬂight diffractometer for strain-ﬁeld scanning at PSI. The high
performance of the instrument is demonstrated.
The main advantage of this type of instrument is
that it can be optimized to high ﬂux and high
resolution simultaneously, and that this optimization can be adapted to the requirements of the
experiment. The high intensity is achieved by using
many pulses of the chopper simultaneously
which can be separated by evaluation of the
time–2y pattern of the scattered neutrons. A
resolution (FWHM) of better than 2  103 in
the whole Q-range can be achieved at a scattering
angle of 901.
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Fig. 10. Results from measurements in close vicinity to the
interface between a 0.6 mm polycrystalline diamond layer and a
2 mm tungsten carbide hard metal layer. The experiment was
performed at low Q resolution (chopper speed of 5000 rpm) but
high spatial resolution. The spectrum in the lower part of the
ﬁgure was taken within 36 min from the center of the diamond
layer. The center and the top spectra were taken from the WC
layer at a distance of 0.5 and 1 mm from the interface,
respectively.

Calculation of the shape of a multiwire gas
detector in a time-focusing geometry for each
detector cell.
The combination of Bragg’s law
l ¼ 2d sin y,

(A.1)

where d is the lattice spacing and y the Bragg’s
angle, and the relation between the wavelength l
and the velocity of the neutron v;
v¼

s
2p_
,
¼
tflight mn l

(A.2)
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where _ is Planck’s constant, mn is the mass of the
neutrons and s is the length of the total ﬂight path,
gives the general equation for the time of ﬂight for
the neutrons:
tflight ¼

2mn
stot ðyÞ sin y,
_Q

(A.3)

where Q ¼ 2p=d: The dependence of tflight on
Bragg’s angle is then given by


qtflight
1 dstot
¼ tflight cot y þ
.
(A.4)
stot dy
qy
If the condition
1 qs
¼  cot y
(A.5)
s qy
for the dependence of the length of the ﬂight path s
on the scattering angle 2y is fulﬁlled, then the time
of ﬂight is independent on the scattering angle. s
will be now replaced by sc þ sd where sc is the
distance between chopper and sample and sd is the
distance between the sample and the point of
detection of the neutron. Using a polar coordination system ðsd ; fÞ with f ¼ 2y; Eq. (A.5) transforms to
 
1 qsd
1
1
(A.6)
¼  cot j .
sc þ sd qj
2
2
In order to achieve time focusing for a given cell of
the detector, the orientation of this cell has to be
chosen so that its long side within the scattering
plane fulﬁls the condition of Eq. (A.5). Since the
spatial resolution of a gas detector typically is
much smaller than the thickness of the detector,
the surface of the detector has to intersect all the
curves, which fulﬁl the condition of Eq. (A.5),
perpendicularly. The condition for perpendicular

intersection is given by
 1
1 qrðjÞ
qsd
¼ sd
,
r qj
qj

(A.7)

where the shape of the detector is described by the
distance to the sample and the scattering angle
rð2yÞ ¼ rðfÞ: The combination of Eqs. (A.6) and
(A.7) yields
 
qrðjÞ
r2 ðjÞ
1
¼2
j ,
(A.8)
tan
qj
sc þ rðjÞ
2
where sd is replaced by rðfÞ: The integration of
(A.8) leads to
 

Z 
Z
1
sc
1
þ 2
(A.9)
dr ¼ 2 tan j dj
rðjÞ r ðjÞ
2
and
lnðrðjÞÞ 

 
sc
1
þ C 1 ¼ 4 ln cos j
2
rðjÞ

(A.10)

and ﬁnally to the implicit equation for the shape of
the detector rðyÞ to


sc
sc 1=4
C
exp
¼ cos y,
(A.11)
rðyÞ
rðyÞ
1=4

where C ¼ sc
expðC 1 =4Þ is the integration
constant which can be chosen arbitrarily and
determines the distance between sample and
detector.
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